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	Using client-proven methods, and over 15 years of programming experience, expert author Davis Chapman empowers developers to create powerful, secure applications. Developing Secure Applications with Visual Basic first provides you with an understanding of encryption, and then guides you through adding security features to your own applications using the Microsoft CryptoAPI, and the new security features of Windows 2000. Developers who have been confused by the high-end, academic style of other encryption books and cryptography theory will delight with Chapman's understandable style and hands-on methods. This book covers security topics developers want and need to know including File Encryption, Encrypted Communications, Working with Certificates, Digital Signatures, SChannel Communications (SSL), Secure E-Mail, and much more.
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The Professional Services Firm BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If you assessed the available books on the topic of managing professional
service firms, you probably arrived at the same conclusion we did about a
year ago. You can find over a hundred books on the topic. Ninety-five percent
of these books are written for the independent consultant who wants to
learn how to incorporate, how to...
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Windows Home Server Users Guide (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
If you’re searching for a practical and comprehensive guide to installing, configuring, and troubleshooting Microsofts Windows Home Server, look no further. Inside Windows Home Server User’s Guide, you’ll learn how to install, configure, and use Windows Home Server and understand how to connect to and manage different...
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Grails Persistence with GORM and GSQLApress, 2009
Unique to the popular Grails web framework is its architecture. While other frameworks are built from the ground up, Grails leverages existing and proven technologies that already have advanced functionality built in. One of the key technologies in this architecture is Hibernate, on top of which Grails builds its GORM (Grails Object Relational...
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Programming Erlang: Software for a Concurrent WorldPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Erlang solves one of the most pressing problems facing developers today: how to write reliable, concurrent, high-performance systems. It's used worldwide by companies who need to produce reliable, efficient, and scalable applications. Invest in learning Erlang now.
 Moore's Law is the observation that the amount you can do on a single chip...
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Java EE 7 with GlassFish 4 Application ServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	A practical guide to install and configure the GlassFish 4 application server and develop Java EE 7 applications to be deployed to this server


	About This Book

	
		Install and configure GlassFish 4
	
		Covers all major Java EE 7 APIs and includes new additions such as JSON Processing
	...
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Make: Technology on Your Time Volume 08O'Reilly, 2006

	
		If you like to tweak, disassemble, recreate, and invent cool new uses for technology, you'll love MAKE, our project-based quarterly for the inquisitive do-it-yourselfer.

	
		Get ready to play when MAKE Volume 08, our "Toys and Games" issue, hits the stands. You'll learn how to build a wind-up bird that...
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